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The so-called crossed ladders problem, of unknown origin, has been discussed in the literature at least since 1895 (see [3, pp. 62–64]). Consider two ladders leaning against two
vertical walls at heights a and b above the floor and with distance d between the walls
(see Fig. 1). These ladders cross each other at a point with distance c above the floor. The
problem is devoted to the determination of various types of relations between the above
quantities. The beauty of the problem is that at first it looks very simple, but one soon
realizes that many aspects of it may be rather difficult, as seen from the discussions in e.g.
[1], [5], [6], and [7]. In this paper, however, we will focus on some simple aspects of the
crossed ladders problem which, as far as we know, have not been offered much attention
in the literature, namely its relation to the basic power means.

Ausgehend von den bekannten Mitteln zweier positiver reeller Zahlen a, b, nämlich
dem arithmetischen, dem geometrischen und dem harmonischen Mittel, wird das Pok
k
1/ k
tenzmittel Pk (a, b) der Ordnung k (k ∈ Z, k = 0)
√ durch Pk (a, b) = (a /2 + b /2)
definiert (im Fall k = 0 setzt man P0 (a, b) = ab ). In dem nachfolgenden Beitrag
stellen die Autoren einen Zusammenhang zwischen den Potenzmitteln Pk (a, b) und
dem Problem sich kreuzender Leitern her. Bei diesem Problem werden zwei Leitern
betrachtet, die zwischen zwei Wänden derart aufgestellt werden, dass die eine Leiter
am Fussboden der ersten Wand angelegt ist und die zweite Wand in der Höhe b (vom
Fussboden aus gemessen) berührt; entsprechend wird die zweite Leiter an der zweiten
Wand angelegt und berührt die erste Wand in Höhe a. In dieser Konfiguration lassen
sich nun verschiedene Grössen identifizieren und in Abhängigkeit von a und b ausdrücken. Beispielsweise stellt man fest, dass die Höhe des Punktes, in dem sich die
beiden Leitern kreuzen, durch das halbe harmonische Mittel von a und b gegeben ist.
.
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Fig. 1 The crossed ladders problem

Power means have fascinated mathematicians since antiquity. For two positive numbers a
and b the power mean Pk (with equal weights) of order k is defined by
 
1
 a k +bk k
, if k = 0,
2
Pk =
√

ab,
if k = 0.
The most common power means are the arithmetic mean A = P1 , the geometric mean
G = P0 and the harmonic mean H = P−1 , given by the formulae
A=

a+b
,
2

G=

√
ab,

H=

2ab
,
a+b

respectively. By using the inequality a 2 + b2 ≥ 2ab, which follows by the fact that
(a − b)2 ≥ 0, it is easily seen that H ≤ G ≤ A. More generally, it follows by the Jensen
inequality that Pk ≤ Pl if k ≤ l, and equality occurs only if k = l. For more general
information on means, we recommend the books [2] and [4].
By considering similar triangles in Fig. 1, we see that
d1 =

dc
,
b

(1)

d2 =

dc
,
a

(2)

ba
.
a+b

(3)

and

which, combined with d = d1 + d2 , imply
c=

By similar triangles we also obtain that (b − t − c) /d2 = (b − a) /d, and together with
(1) and (3) we find that t = c. This gives us the interesting information that the length
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c + t of the vertical line segment passing through the intersection of the ladders actually is
the harmonic mean of a and b.
Using other similar triangles we√obtain the relations r/d1 = c/d2 and s/d2 = c/d1 , from
which we deduce that t = c = r s. This shows another interesting property, namely that
the length t is equal to the geometric mean of the vertical lengths r and s in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 Interpretation of the power means P−2 , P−1 , P−1/2 , P0 ,
P1/2 , P1 and P2 as lengths of (bold) vertical lines

Note that when d = a + b we obtain from (1), (2), and (3) that d1 = a and d2 = b. On the
basis of the above simple observations and other geometrical observations we can easily
interpret the power means P−2 , P−1 , P−1/2 , P0 , P1/2 , P1 and P2 of two given positive
values a and b as lengths of the vertical (bold) lines constructed as illustrated in Fig. 2.
First we draw the two walls of lengths a and b, connected by a floor of length d = a+b and
a roof connecting the top of the two walls. The geometrical interpretation of P2 illustrated
in Fig. 2 follows by observing that the length of the roof is 2P2 .
The arithmetic mean A = P1 certainly corresponds to the vertical distance between the
roof and the floor at the midpoint between the walls, and the harmonic mean corresponds
to the distance between the roof and the floor at distance d1 = a from the left wall.
Next, in order to find the geometric mean G = P0 we extend the walls downwards until
the new crossed ladders (with endpoints on the lower floor) intersect with the upper floor.
The lower floor is found by observing that it contains the intersection between the lower
half-circle on Fig. 2 (with center at the midpoint of the upper floor and radius equal to
(a + b)/2) and the vertical line at distance d1 = a from the left wall. The geometric mean
then corresponds to the vertical length between the roof and the floor at the intersection
between the new crossed ladders.
The construction of the length P−2 follows by observing the simple relation P−k Pk = ab
(i.e. P−2 /a = b/P2 ) and then using the similar triangles to the left in Fig. 2.
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The remaining power means are found from observing the striking facts that P1/2 is the
arithmetic mean of P0 and P1 and that P−1/2 is the harmonic mean of P0 and P−1 . Hence,
P1/2 corresponds to the distance between the roof and floor at the midpoint between the
walls of heights P0 and P1 , and P−1/2 corresponds to the vertical length of the line between
the roof and the floor going through the intersection between the crossed ladders leaning
against two vertical walls of heights P0 and P−1 .
In addition to the above power means we may certainly also interpret P−∞ = a and
P∞ = b as the heights of the two walls.
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